DEI Inclusive Leadership I A Group Coaching Collaboration

+

Inclusive leaders are leaders worth following.

The Beneﬁts

A hallmark quality of this type of leader is the
ability to recognize, hear and value the unique
voices, experiences and contributions of of
others. Learning, growing and becoming an
inclusive leader means that the work must start
in me. It means I need to have a vision for
liberation - an inclusive culture that allows for
every voice, race, gender, age and background to
feel psychologically safe and valued for their
contribution.

Actively invest in your own growth to become an
inclusive leader people want to follow.

Research shows that leaders who display these
inclusive practices and tendencies have genuine
inﬂuence at home, at work and in their
communities. Inclusive leaders know how to
bring the best out of people.

Regular connection & support from a group of
leaders walking through the process with you.

Do you want to be known as an inclusive leader?

Systematic and proven process for developing
greater self-awareness, emotional intelligence
and communication skills.
Real world & immediate application for what
you’re learning each week.

DEI Inclusive Leadership Training is only $200 per
month for a commitment of 4 months.

What You’ll Receive
This intentional 8-week process is designed to
help you be the best leader you can be in each
circle of inﬂuence in your life. Here’s how.
Access to weekly 15-20 minute video
training focused on learning & practical
tools
A weekly 100 Exercise focused on helping
you improve your personal & professional
inclusive leadership skills and practices

Starts FEBRUARY 2022
8 -12 leaders
4 months commitment
DEI Leadership Development Consultants:
Linnea Miller: linnea@longtableconsulting.com
Rebecca Munlyn: rebecca@rebeccamunlyn.com

A weekly X Challenge focused on helping
you take what you have learned & impact
others immediately
Bi-weekly one hour Zoom group sessions
aimed at deepening understanding &
application while providing accountability
on the journey.
Access to the GiANT TV platform for
world-class leadership content
Community. We’re growing together!

DIVERSITY
EQUITY
INCLUSION

